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OUTSTANDING RESULT AT WILLINGA PARK INAUGURAL SALE

The inaugural sale of some of the country’s  finest Australian Stock Horses at the Willinga Park Stock and 
Performance Horse Stud on the NSW South Coast produced outstanding results for the 60 horses offered for 
sale.

More than 380 people moved through the gates of the country’s newest world class equestrian centre for the 
sale, on Saturday, November 5th.

The sale offered a mix of yearlings, two year olds, ridden horses and broodmares. They are the result of natural 
breeding along with a cutting edge embryo transfer program using surrogate mares.

There were a little under 200 registered bidders present and online for the sale. The top price reached on the 
day was $28,000 by an online bidder for Bullseye Starlight, a mare sired by Binnia Impressive Destiny.

Bullseye Starlight recently won the Fountain of Youth 4yo Working and Pleasure Hack at the 2016 Australian 
Stock Horse National Show.

One of the most successful bidders was Richard Kelaher, from the well-known Bobadil Park in Tamworth, who 
bought six horses.

The yearlings and two year olds have been bred exclusively by Willinga Park and feature strong lineage to the 
best pedigree stock horses in the country. 

They also combine the best in Quarter Horses, with the addition of the successful Acres Destiny and Mabo, by 
well-known Docs Freckles Oak.

The results of the sale proved the confidence buyers have in Willinga Park, with numerous buyers leaving with 
multiple horses.

The Willinga Park sale will be an annual event.

NOTE TO EDITORS:  
Photos of the sale and video and interviews are available at www.willingapark.com.au/media.
Interviewees are Terry Snow, owner, Willinga Park; Troy Palmer, Binnia Performance Horses; Richard Kelaher, 
Bobadil Park; Milly McInnes, buyer.
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